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ABSTRACT
These proceedings are published primarily for the
purpose of helping teachers to improve their reading instruction. The
contents include "Official Program"; "I Wish Children Literature" by
Lee Bennett Hopkins, which discusses the importance of providing
children with good reading materials; "Black English and Reading" by
Ronald W. Bruton, which examines dialect interference from both a
structural and a functional standpoint and reaches conclusions based
on current literature in education and linguistics; "A Strategy for
Developing Fluency in Intermediate Vocabulary" by Loran Draught,
which suggests some techniques for teaching vocabulary;
"individualizing Language through Creative Beginnings" by Raynelda B.
White, which discusses the structure and initiation of an
individualized language program for pre-first grade children;
"Mathematics as a Language" by William J. Linville, which looks at
the integration of language with mathematics; "The Poem as Play,
Puzzle, Performance" by James S. Mullican, which discusses poetry in
the secondary classroom; "S.C.O.O.P.--Learning Centers Encourage
Reading for Living" by Marilyn Brummett and Caroline Cass, which
discusses the use of learning centers to develop individualized
instruction; and "To Kiss a Frog" by Helen Coe, which discusses the
development of the total child. (WR)
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PREFACE

The publication of tnese proceedings of tne :berth Annual Heading
Conference mane; a time when the teacnblg of reading is being g.iven
much attention. Feur years ago the firot readirg conference was
started at Indiana state University, coinciding with the Right -toRead Program. ...".4rIng tnis time we have seen concern for the impeovement of reading Instruction increase, while new programs have been
developed in many colleges to meet the challenges of this decade.
...Ile purpose of oar conference was to help teachers improve their
:hese proceedings are published primarily with that
readir.g inotruction.
intent in mind. In them we hope teachers will find a variety of ideas to
stimulate their own, thinking about teacning reading. since tne partici-

pants in our reading conference cannot attend all of the sessions, the
proceeding o offer teachers a chance to explore the ideas presented in the
sessions they mlosed, as well as a chance to review the content of ideas
iri tnoce oessioeo tney could attend.
Those reafers who could not attend the conference will find, within
these pages, liea.; ae4.1 worth considering in the teaching of reading.
articn.es stand alone.
4est of eur authors are either teachers 9r
teachers of reading, or clan. room teachers engaged in teaching reading.
;heir profeosional competencies are impressive, and the suggestions they
offer can ennanae any teacher'.: competencies in teaching reading. Their
only purpose is to help others in a most exciting profession, and they
have given willingly of tneir time to this end.
We are pleased teout each o: the previous proceedings has been
included in the ERIC Clearinghc4se on Reading and Communication Sxills,
and anotracts of these are printed L. Reading in Edusation. With the
exception of tne First Froceedinr,, reasning Reading Through Children's
LiteratAre, copies of the former proceedings are available from the
Currio..lum Reaearch and Development Center at Ialiana State University
for $1.0D per copy.

As co-chairman of the conference, we wish to express our appreciation to the staff of tne Department of Elementary Education for their
assistance and encouragement in mooing; tne Fourth Annual Reading
Conference a reality. de also invite our readers, whether they are
students, teaenere or just interested in teaching reading, to our Fifth
Annual Reading Conference which will be held during the summer of 1975.

Vanita Gibbs
David C. Waterman
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Educational Carasultant
Des Moines, Iowa
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Yet I near akout
Li.)0A prices. How many parents or how may of
J4 naVe bougnt as many anildren's books this year as we have cartons of
cigarettes or movie tickets or_a host of other thingp ue indulge in dayalter-day, man eilter-month: Too often we starve children's minds by
tudgetin4 in ttle Wrong pintoes.

I recently wrao asked by a very intelligent mother ifIknewagood
version offtv Whit., and the Seven Duarte for her to read to her eightyear old. I iamediately replied, "Yes. The most beautifUl edition in
the world i4 the recent Caldecott Honor Hook translated from the
original arimm version by Randall Jarrell, with magnificent Illustrations
by Nancy Eanolm Burk:art (Farrar, Straus & Giroux)."
She thanked me for the suggestion: Several days later when I next
spoke to her and askei if she got the book, she told me she went to
Scribner's bookstore on PifthAvenue in New York, saw the book, but Just
couldn't see spending .6.95 far a childhen's volume. Instead, she
sashayed into a 5-6-14.40 store and found Riw Witte and the Seven Warts.
for twenty-five cents; a Walt Disney presentation published by *atm
PubllahLng Colvany.
"After ail,"

he told me, "ammeldhite is Snow *rite."

ah and sgh and dratsi Nothing is sacred today. Snow White
Just isn't the same Lltow White. Peeling the two books causes one to
know there L3 a mighty difference. And oh the difference in language!

be Disney version begins:
once upon a time* long ago, there lived a lovely princess
called Snow 'trite.

Her hair was black as ebony. Her lips were as red as a
new rose. Her skin was as white as snow.
The Jarrell translation sets a different kind of stage:

Once It was the middle of winter, and the snowflakes fell
frau the acy like feathers. At a window witha`frame of ebony
a queen sat and sewed. And as she sewed and looked out at the
snow she pricked her finger with the needle, and three drops
of blood fell in the snow. And in the white snow the red
Looked so beautifUl that she thought to herself: "If only I
had a child as white as snow, as red as blood, and as black as
the wood in the wooden frame."
It's like wanting to vacation in Paris and London and eroding up for
a two -.week stay at the Ramada Inn in Terre Haute. There is a
difference!

Paperbacks are one answer to rising costs. It would be much better
If children owned an inexpensive edition of Maurice Sendak's Caldecott
Award-winning Where the wild Things Are (Scholastic Book Services), or
Arnold tooel's surprise Newbery Honor Book, Frog and Toad Together

3

(Scholastic Book Zervices) than thrtfe poorly illustrated, cheaply
produced, and often poorly written with such titles Ei3 :17.ddie Voodie
iduokling or Mime,
he Merr?-.10.hoand Homo!
MY Sno:.: White . . . , the Jarrell/Burkert edition, will u with me
until the day : Ale.
I rat, e' toubt that the Disney version will have
caese to stay In any child's or adult's home library that long.

Speaking of libraries, what about our achool and public library
systems: You'll rely rtnia such slosh in any library--no matter how
short of funds they are:
I wish every chL.4 in America could out :riokot magazine. Published
by Open Court, this is one of the most beautiful magazines in the world
for children. The artwork, stories, poems--all top qualityall done by
masters in the field of children's literature-- Maurice Sendak, Lloyd
Alexander, Jean Craighead Peorge, Myra Cohn Livingstongrace each and
every issue.
It's only ten dollars for a year's subscriptionor its
free for chiltren to peruse if it's in their library.
1 wisn s: many classroom experiences with children and their
literature.
et to know that books are more than
I wish all children could
pages stitched between bindin4s.

I wish children could get to know about authors of their books.
I'm totally convinced that when girls and boys get to know something
about authors that books become so much more meaningful.
A young, male, graduate student of mine at New York's City College,
working with slow fourth grade readers set up a Dr. Seuss corner in his
classroom. Writing to Random House, 5euss' publisher, brought meth
exciting, colorful material. Seuss-books galore were displayed for the
children to pick and choose fro m. Mini - discussions evolved about the
difference between his earlier stories and nis more recent commercialtype books.

Information about the author was shaied, culled from my own Boob
Are 8j. People (Citation ?rest):
.

that he was born in Springfield, Massachusetts

that he is alive and well and living in an observation
.
tower in Cailfernia
that his first book, And To Think That I Saw It On
.
Wherry Street (Vanguard Press) was rejected twenty -nine
times befbre it was published
that when I asked him, "What is rhyme?," he replied,
.
"Rhyme? A rhyme is something without which I would probably
be in the dry-cleaning business."
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I have received many letters from teacher,3 and librartaw, too, who
have reported rainy excitirbl pr'vJect3 that stemmed from the use
tise

of

L:s

irt.4.iji, lieva:ia, a teacher and librarian beam a project of

nale-ne Upper-rpate caildren 'trite to their favorite authors.

Children
wrote, astiloro wrote back, the letters were Xeroxed and mounted in lane
scrap book o.
L.? kept in the school library for Alterations

..,16 forth:mine; sill: runt enj..4 forever. iiistonr was made for the

price of p.otals stary.s, and Ant thio did for the children would take
re at leant an hour to report an.
But i wLac. ever; chili the everience of' writitv to, arsi receiviry
an answer Lao frxs, an author. if the children in the cle.sert &Anis or
Uevads can nave own rich experiences, why
city, of the coixstry, or of Indiana?

can't tie children of the

rens and pencils eastly becalm: magic wands to =fill this part of
To Jetrui a letter to any author all WO child has to do is
addreoo it to the author, in are of the publishine 110030. You'll have
to caution )1.1*:.3 and boys to *.le a bit patient, however, because weeks
or months ssit"st ;2:) by before a child 'lets a reply back. letters sent

err; wish.

to publismers :mot "ore forwardeu to the author's home; then the autner
:mut reply. All this takes time. Ana sormttimec childrens may not
receive a reply back. ksthors are terribly busy people. Authoro are
people. oil:. more tiek3.3 than not they do write back to children. And
sometimes publishers will send children material about the authors to
Jften this is erlf3111.11 to satisfy rxusptera.

gm they write.
I'd

like

to snare just two more simple technives that have been

sucetwoN.ily tried in elu.sarouts; two ideas I have included in Llt mom
Be Mame Iwo tatation Press).
The idea 3f :m.ppins.: book; can be introduced by placing a wont,' earl,

on a bulletin board. As children read favorite Wimp they make out
tra book, author, their name, and perhaps a lbw
index Carl;
sentences about the book. The cart is then placed on the bulletinboard with a string attached to the, actual place where the story took

place. For example* act= reading Julia of the Molest, by Jean Craigtead
Jeorgp tHarper and Row) would pinpoint Alaska and San Frencisoo; for
Sounder by Willinali. Aretitxong (Harper and Row) the card would lead to
Louisiana; for The snowv :4.0# by Ezra Jack Keats (Viking) a card would

lead to any place where it snows because there isn't any place =timed

infix;

Snowy Dad!

Of course projects can stag fran this
just asn't find Oz or Wonderland or Lloyd
of map. Well, perhaps they can make their
Wbnderland or ?rydaln like to them? Or to

too. What about children Who
Alexander's Prydain on any We
own map. What is Ox or
a group of students* all of

what: have read the same book?

An "Instant Reaction Card File" is another easy project to initiate.
Children oan be encouraged to record on index cards their instant
reactiona to books read. These cards can then be filed in a small box,
and can* at a :;Lance, tell the teacher the types of books the children
In this way over.
are reading and haw mark{ books they have completed.
structured book reports can be avoided, and the time usually spent on
the preparation of them can be used for more creative ways of sharing
literature. The samples below show two children's instant reactions:

I readatreidht Bair, Curly Hair and I liked it because I never
knew anything about hair and I was amazed to find cut all the
things you can do with hair and I did them. And I know why my
hair is curly, not straight* now.
Third-grader

* **
The Stork orAllf Life by Helen Keller is the moat beautiful book
I have ever- real. Even when I think about Helen's life, I get
goose-flesh bumps. I loved the book and I loved the way it was
written. I am going to read it again this summer.

Sixth -ceder
That more could be said or haw much better could they have expressed
trosuselves If the children who wrote the above had workedeven

additional minuteson these reports?
I wish children poetry. Abs poetry, their poetry, the poetry of
today* poetry of tomorrow; poetry that flows tree in classrooms* coning
in an out of their lives everyday - or at least most everydays--as
naturally as breathing:

There are many places within tee day's lessons where a poem fits
It alga precede a asthmatics lesson were Carl Sandburg's
AvilentnAl poem "Arithmetic" is shared wash begins: "Arithmetic is
were numbers fly like pigeons in and out of your head" UnliWileetione
$. 2 Art 4. Waternelon Piok:e and Other Abdern Pares, Scholastic Book

..44141y.

7
it slits be a space poem to
tic in with current events; or it el& be a poem Just to bring a little
later into the day such as Kaye Starbird's "Est-It-All-Elaine, about
a girl who apends the summer in a carp in Maine and eats such tasty
tidbits as Kleenex, buttercups, and atinkbugs, too (in Tine To Shout:
Poems For Zeus Scholastic Book Services, edited by Lee Bennett Hopkins
and Pasha Arenstein).
Services, edited by Stephen Dunning, at al.) .

I wish children poetry like this. I wish these serious poetry, too,
such as gwendolm Brooks' tender poem about the death of a goldfish,

"Skipper" (in*: A Book offtems, Sembury Press, selected by Lee
Bennett Hopkins) or "Dreams" by Langston Higbee (in Don't You hen Baek:
I:Wm By Langston Rughes, Knopf, compiled by Lee Bennett Hopkinw.

of

All of this-,and so ouch more--is the theme of your conftrence. All
much more is "Living Langiage Through Creative Reading."

this and so

Oh, how I wish children literature.
I wish that

all children

u

wander,
tumble, tremble,
drink,

dream,

winter-spring,
summer-fall,

with, through

and amongst books.

I wish children literature.
I wish them--and you--live happily eve after. Par if they do, and

if you da--then, and only

then will n

wish, come true.

BLACK ENGLISH AND READING
Ronald W. Bruton
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Tenne:isees ani lz black.

first'school ..tty :.he says nothinc at. all aal you think she

w.tz-vert..:xl." tut after school she stays to share some potato

t

chipz ami Z t.:.)13 in order to .::et acquainted.

irwp sip lei;Lna to tali: about her

In less-formal :aurtvundrich Black

Elaine; in

. . .
(tilain; thank sh... can beat up erit.:Aly. She can do
anythang an:, toy can do: play marbles, giant trees. .One Jay
we ICU 10,1i(04 014 of de house. And you know how high demde
seconl--upstairs
She clambeu, zhe slanted upatairs and
apened cur locr f.or us. ale opera -, :he operion no door half
EA Z.: I..: clamed ap on the Imob, and got on top the door;
and ol:e .;lamioad z.n lap Jere and got in ne window and came downoi:exted our door for us . . (Transcription by

You fin!

lan;osac:: virty hard to tarkierstand at first. And you
i.cw her lancaac:. her .iialect, affects her other laniaaaep
vspeetaily readin4.

The vs-evse: yf tnis paper is to ansavr a part of that lamer
llai.st variation interfere with learning to read? And,

auestion:

if 30,

eXanthez, Jlalect interference from bc..th a

.1tractuai and a ft:let:oral standpoint and reaches conclusions based on
car
lltoratare in eirlation and linguistics. As a meana of tom,
aopects

"Blacit Eck:11AI," or "*ems Non-atandarti English," are used
''Lis selection 42.3 made because Black Dlglish is perhaps

exaroples.

the :a:4v wileswead, most .divergent, and (to saw teachers) most upJett LI,: dialect encountered in the schools. Black English is also of
spea.Lal interest tcecause of increased concern over equality of
.zr.port.unity, especially for Black children.
structural Interference

until recently, rany teachers oxinonly believed that Black Bnglish
anneatioaary repetition, ai.s/e.tarti
cants, ineoneiatent use
anu ...troLoae orsiAsiona. (Shwa 1968 According to &my, this
attital: was often shared by scholars who failed to distingiish batmen
lanetaac:: liffsrences and value julonents about those diffiszences. More
recent research, by soelo-linuists such as 3huy, Bunts, and Labov, has
srAown tr.= these views are unwarranted. Black English is not a
nr.e.liatvd versial
Jtandarel r'nrltah but a separate varietj with
8

rulez create predictable differences
Internally zonsistent rules.
between Black English and Standard English in phonological,
morphological, and grammatical features. Same examples may be usefUl for
illLstration.
Labov (19t9) calls the following predictable phonoloelcal
variations between Black English and Standard English to the attention
of teachers:
1.

tally at the end of word*. This results
B-lessness, es
in waxes like aal" instead of "car," "POW" instead of
"Pavia," "Ca'ol" instead of "Carol," and "a' (w)" instead
of "are."

2.

imlessness results in "to'" instead of "toll," "he'p"
instead of "help," and "too'" instead of "tool."

s.

alplification of consonant clusters, "pas'" instead of
"pat," "heir" instead of "hold," and "men"' instead of
"mend."

4.

Weakuihag of final consonants produoes "boo" instead of
"boot," "roe" Instead of "road," and "fee'" instead of
"feed."

This printed list of variations aeme to imply that Black English does
involve "careless omissions." This is not so. Since speech is the most
beats median of communization, and not print, it is more realistic to
say that the elements we think of as massing simply do not exist in
Black English. Black English and Standard English are varieties of the
sags' language and have very similar words. But many of the counterpart
words in Black English simply have fewer phonological features. Labov
points out that this difference creates a much larger set of homonyms
for speakers of Black English. The difference does not mean that Black
English is an inferior mane of communication.
Black English and Standard English also differ In grammatical and
syntactic. features. One example 14 fOund in the uninflected verb
following third person, singelar nouns. Baseman and Searle (1969)
present this regular, consistent difference in the falowiae form:

You ICI

I do
You Jo

I lave
You have

de does
We do
They do

He do
We do
They Jo

fie has

I do

We have
They have

I have
You have
He have
We have
They have

I ysn
Y(u run
:4 runs
We run
They run

I run
You run
HO not
We rus:

They run

In this example, .:tantard %mg& appears to %a illogioal. The Black
EnglISh pittent *wars to L.1 itch more aenrille and certainly conveys
In this Name,
as mucn information 23 tike .1t:11142rd EtlegA0 equivalent.
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it is typical of many of the differences between dialects. Most dialect
variation =lure on the redundant features of the language. Theretbre,

speakers of Black English and Standard EI:g tisk( can usually understand
one another.

There are other ways in whish Black English differs from Stxuxiard
English. One of these is intonaticn. Cklodman (1965) reports that

teachers ca plain of an liability to undarstani divergent spoken when

they first work with them. later, they "tune in." This points to a
largely unexplored aspect of dialect difibrence--pera-leiguage. Para-

lanciage, or meta-lingaistio, fitetors include taw, pitch, stress, and
mew other similar features. These faators intensify the awarent
difference

between Black English and Standard English.

The *examples given are minimal. labov states, "It would not be
difficult to fill :luny peeps with lists of greelatical rules which
differentiate New) speech patterns . . ."
p. 206) The essential
message oomes through, Bleak English is not an infterior, illogisal fbrm

um,

of Standard &Wish. It is a variety of English *Loh is internally
consistent and equally power= to Standard English.
Ccetrary to logical expectations, there is little evidence that
aialect alone creates problems in learning to read. (Hagerman and
Snarl*, 1969) Children seen to bridge the alp between the written
language, based on Standard English, and their own expressica in Black
le:glish with surprising facility. Translaticer often occurs ainost
instantaneously, even when the differences are grammatical.
It is
mason for a black child to see Standard English sentences in print and

read than in Black English.

Text: Glom has a toothbrush.
Child: "Gloria have a toothbrush."

(HNgerslan and Saario)

Text: Wiry J umps up and thwn.
Child: "Mary Joy up and down."
Text: John asked if Mary wore a coat.
Child: "John asked did Mary wear a coat." (Shut', 1968)

Torrey (1970) says that translation of this kind is a OCOMEti phones:arm
among speakers of other dialects. Again, structural interibrenoe has
not been shown to be a problem even though authorities believe it Way
well be. (Iabov, 1969, Hagerman and Saario, 1969)

feeetteel jeartime,
Functicnal interfterence, steaming eras the attitudes, belief*, aeon
Latinos that people make in response to dialect variation, is often a

snuth more serious problem for the child in school. Iabov (1971) points
out that Intolerance of divergent speech f
is exeraeteristia of
middle-class Keen in New York. It is reasonable to believe that this
same intolerance of divergent speech is meson Nang middle -class women
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In public sohools as well.

Ingrained attitudes new linfluenoe the

response a teacher makes to a child's oral reading. Labo gives this
Chili:

(sees) He passed by than both.
(reads) He pass' by bof' uh dem.

Teaerier:

No, it isn't, "He pass' by WV uh dem."
It's, "He passed by them both." (p. 207)

The child may be completely nystified because both forms mean the same
thing to him. He may only know that tehat he said was inadequate.

The teacher's underlying belief, that Black Engliah is an interior
dialect, has led her to mate a serious blunder. The child's dialect is,
as NaI*vid reminds us, "one of his most intimate possessions." (1966,
p. 6) It is an essenhal part of the child's identity. *en the
teacher notifies the child that his dialect is unamptable she
unwittingly rejects the child. This is doubly serious in ktrelenarten
and first grade because at this age the teacher is a kind of substitute
mother, a vitally importart person in the child's °notional liffie.
Destructive interaction, of the type just described, may Influence the
child's self-concept and his attitude toward school.
Black English has other In portent !bastions in the life of the
child. It is a means of expressing membership in a peer group and in
the Black culture as a teole. 'lb the child's peers, dialect castarcioates whether ors is likely to become a friend, what one's social status
is, and signifies personal attitudes. In addition, Blacks often
associate dialect with their historical status. (Torre, 1970)
Labov has noted that when children move from one dialect region to

another, they do not retain the dialect of their parents. They adopt
the dialect of their peers. This indicates that peer influence is
covert, but very strong. Labov believes that Black English, in particolor, signifies personal araracteristios valued by other children such
as masculinity, toughness, homespun come sense, and friendliness.

(1971, p. 196) It seems obvious that teachers who discourage the use
of Black English do not !mow what they are asking of the child. Neither
do they realise the strength of the social no they are combatting.

The teacher's beliefs about Black English may have other serious

ocosequences. First, it may reduce the teacher's estimate of the

child's intelligence. Jacobsen and Rosential (1968) have shown the
effect such reduced expectations can have on pupil achievement. Second,
the teacher may place the child in the slowest reading group. Sinn
the initial grvuping procedure has a terideno, to become permanent, this
can be the bar:An:ling of a long, covert, and largely unconscious
tracking system. (Hiokerson, 1966)

3.2

The Black Child and Standard En lish

siet-.3 hot TAgua that the

7.1na fore yin,*

be tausj.t

ZpOak Ztlatarl

....C11001.

qv: 3:

eopeciali; tr. cat::.anctlx. w!th

Enciloh dialect
instruction.

learn ztanaard kliglisti for a

'vb.: %Nal

number of reasons.

ohtxtld never

It 413111.114' MI4311.1 that tbie

First It I.: the ovstiee 1.Lalect. As thirvis now

stand, it will be no9essary for the Llack child to be fluent In Ztandard
iddnelloh to .ttin 4O0e2.4 to Many destraLle Vows. :300214 aankkillti 4.1611831
14 the L4314 of the wItten latosa.p. A :yea workize nalowled..!e of
All hell. the at.Ild avoid written fortu: that am
aurida.el

oocially .;t1.,;:uttl::ed. And third, If t: n! chad lowns .1tandaed
rf kni..1101 'July
ol.oratiznal chola... if w!.!a. no 4111
ha
Black Erk9.111, he has no real

.34Iral.11 for more exalted
acilitv hi otandard Enell.m: :ray
4.: 1.g-4cl:by fluxitIon.! t., aul1JIt ...aklupo, It also
er_ups. !Akan refers to` this in a Awl; about the
Panction.i
theit
..tLai .3ther, siermai
who szpoke ?yaw:.
old betas:.
Waco, 331 A3,443.
create :Arai

lent ttot

tivt.;!..r...: and t:n.

the Unitel .:tato are relat.1.
new 4.4Lti,31:.41.41
the !art

lige-134V can be wed to

Terre:: :11.'1) believe.; that the
whites In
ion if !Lack.:

wilt..:/

id..t,

.;:7are.1 ctalect and
nerve L.) edu..e

animositiez and ten...1=z.

li a ions for Prac i e
...th4asto and psycholoeist.... am near unanlialty oh two kointo.

First* at tno priaary level, the child mould be clearly notifif,d his

The teacher must Lam to understand
children who 31-ea k liVercent varieties of khell.:41 and to !v.:paid to the
co-eV:int Of timir ot.eeon. Oecorni, to millinize any possibility of
laricpace Li acceptable and 400,1*

cructral interference, thstructimal procedures, methods, and
materials must be adapted to the languao of the child. 'Mi.: I.; in
divet contrast to the effort to change the child, by requirinc him to
learn .7.tandard i.nelloh, to meet the mpirements of cal .:tine
instructional metholz.

Here are three ways to adapt Instruction to the child's dialect.
First, tne teacher may use t :.o landace-experience approach to
beginninc readlne. Aen using this; alternative, the teacher must accept
the mall's laneuace and record it in print with mint= changes. This
leads to 4ailv very difficult decisions on how to represent phonological
Zecond, the teacher may LW traditional materials and
accept the translations to Black Bnelish the chid makes as he reads.
Third, materlals written in Black Esc lish may be used in order to
achleve tt- Lea pzsib?, match of print for the child. Procram
variation.

ieveloporz at LW Edacation Ctudy Center in Waahineton, D.C., have

Jeveleped alternate forms of vie care reader.
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Standard Enellah Header

Black knish Reader
Here go 011ie.
011ie have a big family.
he have three slatera.
A alter nor* Brenda . .

.

This is 011ie.
011ie has a blz
lie has three almers.
A sinter named Brenda .
tin Cazden, 1972, p. 159)

All three alternatives share one feature. They do not require the child
to learn Standard Erelish in order to learn to roil. Neither do they
contain an inherent negative message about BlackEnailti.

When mammals that the child be hrivliMsd in oral langlage
lessons that call his attention to the differences between Black English
and Standard English. The child anould be encouraged, but never forced,
to ay thinga in both ways. During, these lessons, children should also
learn a few things alma dialect. They should learn that there are many
different wayo of saying the same thing, that dialect is an enjoyable
feature of Language, and that certain situations call for specific kinds
of dialect. These lesions should occupy an Important place in the
language arta 1.rogrma in the Intermediate grades. (Loban, 1968)
At the junior nigh soncx.)1 level, the child should learn

to

linaistic "facts of life"--the "awful truth." Again, not that Black
English is bad. :amply that there are people "out there" who don't know
very much about language and will penalize speakers of a perfectly mod
alternate dialect. The child must learn the advantages of being bidialectal since ZtaMtUNiEflealai is the first requirement of higher
education, admisslon to the degree-elite, and of a desirable job. At
this point, oral-aural lessons in Standard Englith Mould continue in
earnest.
The ultimate goal would be for s'e student to have educational,
adult, he may ultimately speak
social, and occupational options. A.
the prestige dialect, flavored with sob. enjoyable Black English variations, while on the Job. He might then switch to Black English
whenever the social surroundin were appropriate. At best, he would
not be Up-dialectal, but bi-cultural--at ease in both worlds.
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A STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING FLUENCY
IN INTERMEDIATE VOCABULARY
Loran Braught

Fluency dimply means the proauation of more. It seem entirely
reaaonable to aaaume that if there are more available choices of words
from which to select, there will be a better chance of finding a
"precisely correct" wvvd for each need. The reader who can bring a
wider aeleetion of comprehended words to the printed page has considerable aavantage in eoctunleatIng with an author. Vocabulary is generally
recognized as the key variable in reading comprehensioael and a bigger
vocabulary provilea the foundation for richer camtatications in

Lance.

The current swiohasis in the study of language development is now
on the acqalaition of language as a system rather than a compilation of
laolated tezti, definitions, and rules. Development of an affluent
iosabulary ahould also emphasize a systematic approach. Most teachers
a'ee that a fluent vocabulary is a significant asset to comprehension
inreadinganl devote considerable effort to vocahalary development.
Mawr teacnera have developed systems or patterns for vocabulary
development, and fewer yet teach those patterns to their students. This
1J not intended to be a criticise of teachers; most teachers would
gladly teach better if they knew how.

One of the Most important ideas to become accepted over the past
few years is that langeage is not learned in isolated fragments.
!dengue& is beet learned in total situations. Teaching strategies for
developing effective language by use of a total or gestalt method are
not easily translated into systematic instruction of vocabulary development. There probably is no one best strategy for teaching anything
beoause atudents present a great variety of learning patters needo.
This, nown Diversity among student readiness levels requires an even
greater array of alternatives in teaching strategies ear every needed
skill. The atrategy proposed here can offer one more alternative for
developing effective vocabulary, particularly for students who can
lemonstrate some degree of reading ability. Before explaining the
strata..

In ame letall, it may be help= to offer some rationale for

its utility.

Piaeptian view on language imply that the love of ideas
stimulates and modifiea language, rather than vice versa. Mainly,
languages serve.: to translate what is already understood. Th13 auggeets
that the MOJt taluable :source of language comes from the students

'Warp R. Klare. The Measuremont of Readability (Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University Press, 1)63).
lb
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themselves, rather than :ram preseribed word lists, for example. Words
offered by others, particularly in oral form (because oral vocabulary is
generally much larvyr than readinkl vocabulary), stimulate associations
with comprehended everienoea when precamted in a meaningfsal context.
New i nterpret at ton of vocaLulury w.:nt.; are stealily derived as new
experiences and insights can be assimilated for aaaoolation with previous
comprehensiona. Ito rule of the teacher under these conditions of
learning is to provide students with patterns for associating old comprehensions with new interpretations or new experiences.
Teachers generally agree that knowledge of words without csmprehension is difficult, if not impossible, to apply. From studies by
cognitive lamming we have some infamaation about the processes which
tend to produce comprehension. Zomprehension is apparently enhanced by
activities o; translation, interpretation, and extrapolation of known
experdenoes.i- The practicing teacher might well ask, "Prom Where do
these known experiences in vocabulary come?" A practical response could
be that "it Isn't that Important to know" the etiology of anyone's
vocabulary. it could suffioe to know that most children at the ag of
six already have a comprehended vocabulary of over 17,000 words and at
least 7,000 derivatives.3 Recognizing that each child has not likely
learned the exact same list of words, the exchange of these words among
students even at age six) is certain to produce a far greater
vocabulary than this alreLdy impressive quantity. Thee concern fbr the
practicing teacher is not so much one of introducing new vocabulary as
it is of utilizing this great resource already available. Obviously,
inform" conversation opportunities is one approach, and all teachers
have heard of the kindergarten drag-and-brag activities. Random
exchange of ideas and vocabulary far expressing those ideas tends to be
too slow for matching the learning capacities of most students. Also,
students do not learn frau random experiences those patterns for
attacking problems efficiently. The isowledge-loaded world of our young
students demands skills in organizing the search for solving problems.
They are not so concerned with that to think as how to think. atachers
can no longe be the sage on the stage but must shift roles to became
the guide on the side. students can no longer be content with
accumulation of isolated facts and vocabulary, they need concepts Dor
e:Tectively solving problems and acerurdeating.4 The trick needed by
the practising teacher to develop vocabulary is to provide students with

.11111.10MIOMMO.

iienjamin Woam, et al., The Taxonomy oftsdadationa Wee:time,
Handbook I: 1.7:Ignitige Domain (New York: McKay Co., 1456).
Robert H. Ceashore , "The Importance of Vocabulary in Learning
Language Zkilla," Slemeneary Snettsh Journal, 25 (March, 1948), 137-152.
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activities *doh will help them organize their exploding ideas and let
them practice patterns which can solve a seat number of needs, present
and flit re. The ideas stirealate 2angage, which in turn tends to
trigger more ideas that produce nom language; and the cycle goes on,
ad infinitum.
Mother well-known principle of learning is that knowledge should
begin from experience with concrete, clearly discriminated specifics.

It is time to leave the theoretical and provide sane concrete examples
of what all of this means to developing Maw in vocabulary. However,
it may be well worth the reader's time to review these theoretical
propositic...4 after completing the article.
Suppose the entire class of students is asked to close their eyes
and envision, for one minute, everything they can conjure about *hairs.

After the sixty seeonds have pissed, the teacher solicits all the words
students can collectively produce about the parts of chairs, which the
teacher writes on the chalkboard as fast as they can take turns and she
can ante. The words are likely to include "leg," "arm," "back,"
"glider," "screw," "glue," "braes," "slat," "rung," "seat," "cloth,"
"leather," "button," eta. The teacher keeps writing, with ten important
rules in mind about fluency drills:
1. Don't edit, just record.
2. Expect an eventual lull-period axi volt it out, slightly.

Within a vary few seconds the cisilldroard will be filled with an
amazing number of words for parts of chairs. At least Salk30113 considered
each word as representing a part of some kind of chair. The expected

lull-period will arrive; the teacher will wait for those remaining flaw
barrel present.
contributions which are tugged from the very bottom of the vocabulary

limn the students and the teacher just can't seem to wait longer
for one more word to pop out, the teacher writes a raw word at the top
of the chalkboard and underlines it The teacher writes the word "or"

(if students are fusilier with the term, the teacher could write

"synonyms") and invites the students to offer more weds which Man
about the same as the words for "parts" already recorded. Once again,
students let fly with a barrage of words to be rapidly soribbled on the
board by the teacher. Still the teacher offers no censorship of any
contributed word and doesn't allow students to edit the donations of
others. The lull-period comes and after a few lagging additions, the
teacher closes the door on synonyms.

In an effort to help students focus an the system being applied,
the teacher asks if anyone has an idea for another "topic." Perhaps
someone suggests a topic of "opposites" (auto yes) and the teacher
requests any antonym for the first word on the list for part% then
for the first word on the list for synonyms, etc. tows the lists ones
the focus of eyes and minis, finally to the and of the line. 'then the
lull-period return.; a few belabored offerings from the more persistent
among the soup, and done.
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Already the number of words before the class far surpasses any
possible quantity that could have been produced by even the most verbal
of the assembly, including the teacher. Very few truly new words are
among the oolumns under the three "topics." Some words are used in new
ways for a pew of the students, and some may even be genuinely new words
to one or two of those present. The most obvious addition is the almost
staggering number of words collected. One more thing might be obvious if
carefUlly observed; those words that were snuck in under the wire after
the lull-period began seem to be among the more unique, clever, creative
oontributiono. Thoselatercomer words often stimulated a whole series
of ideas for a classification which was considered a deed issue only
seconds before.
Of course, more classifications or "topics" could be used and again
the students would be off to the races. Classifications such tte "shapes,"
"uses," "materials," "measurements," etc., could have been used had there
been more time, as pointed out by the weary-fingered teacher. The some
simply-had to be called due to time. The fluency game must always be
terminated because it is never completed.
Now comes the task of evaluation. Its teacher asks the class how
they wish to evaluate allot' the words they have amassed. This too is
approached systematically. Misspelled words are corrected (and the
teacher is likely to find a few whether recorded by teacher or students),
redundancies are eliminated, the class may even decide that some words
were actually inappropriate for their class/float/2n an some basis.
"Spelling," "redundancies," and "inappropriate" become topics used for
the evaluation classifications.

Once the oarreoted lists are ocapleted, they serve as ready stimuli
for creative writing, discussion of spelling patterns, samples for
improving penmanship, etc. The teacher has amultitude of materials for
diagnostic instruction, particularly if students use their assembled
words for individual purposes, such as creative writing.
Another example for the strategy of developing vocabulary fluency
through stimulation of classifications would begin with a simple
sentence, such as "The boy went to the store." The teacher could call
attention to any of the words in the sentence. If "boy" is selected,
the Washer might suggeat a classification like "alternatives" and
request the class to offer ideas (words) for things that might go to the
store instead of the boy. Some of the offering' would be "way out"
perhaps, but many would be entirely feasible. Feasible or not, the
teacher would record each suggestton without censure and prepare for the
lull. - period experience.
If the teacher suggests a seoond classification
of "kind" (adjectives) and guided the students to propose words which
identify what kind of boy this is that went to the store, another list
will quickly develop before their eyes. What other classifications
could be suggested for this fluency drill? "Now did the boy gp to the
store?" (verbs and adverbs). "What kind of store is this?" (more
adjectives). What other possibilities for classifications could be

twee
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Fluency drills need not be limited to the development of singleword ideas; they can be used to increase ideas for phrases, sentences,
or whole stories. '.,den used in context or relation to some idea
already known, the words represent complete ideas anyway. However, if
there is a desire tw develop flut.noy of more Jouplete verbal ideas the
teacher might project a slide picture of two people talking. After
observing the picture for a brief period, the teacher could ask students
to offer possibilities of who these characters are, where they are, what
they are doing, what they are goine to do, what will happen after they
do it, etc.
The product of the fluency drill doesn't always have to be "real"
words, either. If the teacher 'natal students to practice their phonics
skills, the game could be aimed at seeing how many different spellinge
that obey phonics rules could be developed for any given word. The
classifications would be represented by each of the phonics rules known
to the students as applied to that word. Unless position rules are
required, the atudents could support the spelling of "ghoti" as an
eligible representation for the word "fish." After all, the 'f -sold"
is spelled "OP inwards like "enough," etc. Under that classification,
"ph" could have been used for "t" also, as could "ff." lb follme the
pattern of fluency drill learning, students would have to work together
in teams or at least pairs. Collective effort is an essential ingredient
of fluency drills, at least until students really get the hang of the
concept. As pointed out by Donoppue,5 "The process of vocabulary
building involves sensory perception of an object (or the attributes of
an object) or perception is added to new ones; the composite is then
associated with familiar words or with words written or uttered by

anther person."
Fluency drills do not tend to be quiet classroom activities; they
usually require verbal interaction and often occur in highly motivated
situations. Teachers who reject overt student participations won't
like or use fluency drilla more than once. As pointed out so succinctly
by Stewig, "The key to vocabulary growth, as witgh so many areas in
langoage arts, is the teacher's own interests." ° Teachers who are
comfortable with the hum (sometimes a roar) of dynamio young minis at
their business in the learning-factory they call their clasaroommay
find it necessary to remind fluency drill beginners that there are
others in 4he wilding, but they will likely have favorable results.

Teaching children to use their minds is, to some educators, the
basic function of the teacher. Teaching was perhaps amore reasonable
occupation when the curriculum was forused on teaching reading, writing,

The Child and the English Language Arts
5Mildred R. lionoghue
(Lmbulue, Iowa: W. C. Brown, 1971), p. 361.
6J. W. Stogie* Esplaring Language with Children (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles Merril.. Co., 1974), P. 359.
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and aritneetic. Ln muny of tuday'e classrooms, theJe aubjecte are
merely impertant tools for thin tine and the real curriculum all day long
is "Weaning far thiekleg."7 in such classrooms, even the geestionA
asked by teachere are epared to systemattcally developing thieking.0

Hegardiess of tne strategy applied by the tewher, vocabulary
building reluires constant attention and time in to e classroom. Every
day some time snuuld ue taken fur discussion of words used or needed
for the cotenueication of ideas. It seem emewhat expedient, however,
to apple this time to practicing:patterne (using vocabulary) which will
guide students to a contiaual development of vocabulary long after they
leave the claseroue. :hie is not to imply that there is no value in
teaching dictionary skills or any of the many specific skills traditionally aassciated with vocabulary development. 4nowledge is still the
fUndamental attribute for all higher levels of thinking, but it is
merely the first of several step. Unfortunately, same students are
sell= given the opportunity or the patterns for using the knowledge
they nave alreley collected.

3peaking of aollectingiarmaedge, a list of resources addehinely
tewilers raw.: found use= for ideas in developing vocabulary is added
as an appenelx. Like the ideas offered here on fluency drills, these
gpod ideas are not really original, at least not completely original.
They were developed Ly using systematic patterns for the most part,
mixed with a bit of experience and lots of Elul with students. Feel
free to use them all. as needed, with as mach fluency as success will
tolerate.

Maths. et al, rewhini for Thinking (Columbus, Ohio:

Charles

Merrill Co., :067).

Unit.; A. Sanders, Ctaearoon Questions:
Harper and Raw Co., 1966).

What ands?

(New York:

.c

NW COPY

Applegate, Maurev.

AVAILABLE

Ette4,:p in
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Harper & Rows 19b3.

1.1.) Pruatiati and Jreaave Writing
Carl.son, R. C. SparkLing
l',,.
laeaa. Berseley, Calif., Aaner

Petty, W. and Bowen, AL Jlithery .Insure and L;thor AU* to Chilcirente
Writtnge. New York: Appleton-Century-Croft.s, liu7.
Reid, Alastair.

Attica, :gm, :rise.

L'ubuque, Iowa:

W. C. Brown, 1958.

Root's Salt P..)Aat theea4rue £i' Diativnary Par% ed. by Norman Lewis.
New York: Wasiangpou Square rresa, 19t1.
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INDIVIDUALIZING LANGUAGE THROUGH
CREATIVE BEGINNINGS

Raynelda B. White

"SW:1d pre-first 'grade children read?" At Ureenbriar Elementary
School, A.:UN:ton Township, Indianapolis, Irk:Lana, I am Unit Leader
for an 1.invaded idnderwten, first and deoord gat* unit with approximately 1.140 children, PJur teashere, end two paid instructiotril aides.
As I zurveyed the pre-sonool interview results from the 53 kindergarten
children enrolled in my two classe,l, I found six children eno were

reading fluently, seven who were refiding :home Atorda, twenty-seven who

were in various advanced pm-reading stales, aid thirteen children who
would need a more thoroudi readiness prcgram. Today I want to str...re
With you the prthpem I developed--our "creative Bestnrenge."
I have explained why we had a need for an indivtdualized
reading proaten. Next I will explain row we structured the pec gram and
what we did
nage It fun and creative.

Haw?
The ere-readiqg invsntor gie.w from talking, informally with the
individual kindergarten chile. v'...;iting tte classroom on his first day
of school. :.'ac:: child toured tne room with his mother, than gas
F am this
scredul.td for a fifteen minute ircerval with the teacher.
visit, I developed a procecture for teeting the chill's aearmess an.t
know.td;,,e of:

1.

Colors

2.

Counting: (Rote',

3.
4.

Numeral Identirnation

5.

Aiphabet Reoo.Aition

.let

Recognition

Children who knew al: the alphabetupper and lower assew*re checked
for latowledete of be -ming salmi:. Also inaludee *as a pisti.we the
child drew, and exr.ained, for the teacher. Thin gave sore indication
of the child's fir :tutor control as well as speecn patterns and
(This procedure was expanded by a curriculum comedttge and
is explained in -.le Washington Township Xindergarten Compendium. i)

interests.

Ncer a Ar:.:ture via: needed for implementing individual learnirg
needs. Gatti."' j Ready to Read, 2 HouLtiton Mifflin's pre-reading ski.ls
program, nad :ornerly ueea used with all children and now was useo,
with some of the children working with consonant sounds. This program
introduces ',..etter.: of

letters.

the alphabet in four groups of six or seven

':*aese groupe are:
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ovaupi

- amF)ID
E A T
B W
PCNZKJU
-

'stoup 2 -

arCUP

3

Group 4

- HRLXY

and
and
and
and

gmfoid
bwseat
penzkju
hrlxyqv

FIW:4 car da were used with the children to discover their knowledge
cf the J.Opsdet. Usually the first letter of the child's name was
shown ::first, followed by jumbled letters of his name. One group of
cnild:..en was identifiedthose who knew flew, if any, letters. These
entliren were asaigned games and activities for developing shape
dizJrimlnation, including letter shapes. Gradually, two or three
letters were introduced, again from the child's name, and these were
7earned before attempting to learn others.

A second group of children recognized some of the lettere. They
were drilled daily on one group of letters, progressing from Group 1
throu.11 Group 4. The numbers of children within the groups changed, but
until nearly the end of the year there was aomeone in each alphabet

moup.
If the :hild could not match sounds and identify the appropriate
letter, ne waa grouped for instruction using the same progression of
sounds as previously described for identifying letters, except that at
thia Joint only consonant :,auras were taught. He first worked with "mr
and "D" sound:.. Then he worked with "0" and "F," proceeding through the
ipoups az:

ma F D
arm*
Group 2 - BS WT
Group 3- P N J K and C

Group 4- HLRY
With the readers, vocabulary was grow kt much the same as alphabet
Words were grouped to be learnedfirst for sections of
booca, progressing through the entire book. Word cards printed in
and sound's.

color, were cued to the pre-primersred blue and been.
Record keeping played an important role in the individualizing
proceas. The teacher's main recordday to dapwas the five-inch by
eight-Lash index card with the child's name on it. The skill group,
the book name and page, troublesome vocabulary, and comments were
listeu and dated. When binary cards were used, they were simply
puncned with the child sharing that milestone. Skewering the cards tar

grouping: was simple and effective, but fitly classroom help was
utilized--parent volunteers or older classmates from the same or other
units within Gmenbriar. Rather than relinquish each individual's
card, a list of children working on a skill was kept with the materials
at tne learning oenter.
ether record-keepinc instruments included sign-up calendars for
volunteer help, grid sheets with names and skills to be cheekedoffas
tney were accomplished, and "I Did It . . ." sheets. When a student
completed a task, he colored the square by his name on this form.
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Every day children worked individually or in small groups*
independently, on their diagnosed skill needs. The remelting progmam
structure had been explained to them, and they helped to set their own
rate--some skills would be learned MIS year Mk' some next year.

Worshops toad been held for informing volunteer parent and student
aides concerning the structure of the pragmmn. They were encouraged to
use a variety of materials when they assisted in the classroom. Flashcarda could be a check to see which letters realAy needed more work;
then these could be written with fingers in wet sand trays, written on
the onalkboard, written on paper* or they might be used in reeling games.
"Beautiful blindfolds" were made from felt with elastic at the back for
easy accessibility. Wooden and beaded letters (again from the group of
letters the child was learning) would be felt and guessed. Matching
games with upper and lower case letters were also popularespecially a
seat added at Halloweentime that was shaped like bats!

Children who were working on sound generalizationthis skill overlapped both the groups of cnildren learning alphabet and the children
learning wordz--could play sound matching games. There were some with
boards and spinners, some made from can :bowl in various shapes and
played by t.wning over a pair that began with the same sound. With the
readers matching ',nes were also umad for more advanced reading skills
such as blends, digzspns, and identifying short and long vowel sounds.
Dior teaching vocabulary, usually the pre-primer itself was the
incentive. They liked to read--frequently! They read to their friends;
they read to a first or second grade reading partner; and they read to
everyone who waked into the room! Additional vocabulary practice was

gained from playing board games"racetracks" that utilized their own
collection of tiny cars moving around a track of pre-primer words.
They also enjoyed "Binge" games that utilised the same words.
Within the room shelf space was limited, and ouch of the equipment
was housed within desks, labeled acoordinglys or on tables. Cardboard
boxes covered with brightly colored butcher paper became flexible,
movable learning centers. They could be used as easels simply by
sticking straight pins into them, and they had four surfaces. Smaller
boxes could zit on tables or desks, and larger ones were simply placed
on the floor.
The color center (a large box) remained a popular center all year.
One aide had larce crayons with tne color words printed on them. A
second aide had a clown with eight balloons. Each balloon had a number
from one to eight* referring to the color of the balloon. The third
side had a color chart again 4th the words printed beneath the
colored ahapes. The foarth side displayed work the child could choose
to do. 4itn each unit of study* color by word and color by number
papers were placed Ina box on top of the color canter box. Also on
.....f this center wars tne "key"--ammnila folder with the picture of
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a big key on it. Inside Ltd.: was a correctly *awed picture. After
the child fintgAbinis project, he could check to see ir he had
correctly matcned the color words or numbers and check the "1 Did This
." sheet.

Playa =I puppet ahaws were important to us, and we gave several.
The children verbalized the parts, cast themselves, and then made their
"costumes." These were usually based upon paper bagseither for
puppets or face amts. In (=splays we made up our own parts, but when
we did "lbe Little Red Hen" the children read the parts from their
Scotto Foremen reader, Bees4 to ROLL. 3 Spoken langaage became written
language as non-readers toot part in the play. They learned to
recognize speech balloons designating twits parts"Not I," "I will,"
etc. This was taped to be used as a read-along activity or a childinitiated puppet activity.
Why teach early reading? Because many children already demonstrate
pre-reading akills; many are already reading.

How? £3y using an orderly system that the children can know and
share, by using convenient and concise record -keeper systems, by using
all the ztudent, parent and aide help available, and by enoouraginig
olassmatez
help each other we can work on many skills at many levels
of abilities.
What can we do tomorrow?
creative than today!

Hope0Ally, something more exciting and

NOTES
1.

andargarten Comemdium, M.3.D. Washington TO

hip,

Indianapolis, Indiana 46240, 1973.
2.

Aarrison, M. Lucile, purr, William K. and McKee, Paul,
Read (Boston: Houghton Mifl2in Co., 19/1).

Oettini Bead4y to

Rubinson, Helen M. Monroe, Marion and Artley, A. Merl,
3.
Bea* to holt (Glenview, Ill.: Scott Foresman & Co.,
1)67).

MATHEMATICS AS A LANGUAGE

Hillis. J. Linville
As we work with boys and girls in the elementary gradai we find
that a major portion of our time is spent in helping them develop the

Uncap stalls of reading, writirg, speaking, and listening.

The

insighti Nel teacher does not merely set aside specific periods of the
day for the development of theme skills, but tries to use all of the
day's activities to foster language development. One area which
deserves sons special consideration with respect to the integration of
language with another area is mathesatica.

Sims nathereatios is essentially a study of relationships, wee
might think of the ways in which we describe these relationships,

quantitative and spacial, as using a special kind of Iowa.; the

language of mathenatics. As we view this special language and consider
its uses, perhaps it would be wise to examine the ways in which the

of mathematics and a descriptive lmgmr, such as English,
are similar and different. If it tare possible ftr us to oapitalize ch
the similarities and be alert to the areas of difference, then our
Manor

teaching task and the subsequent learning would be store meaningie3..

If we were to comers the Wynne of nathenatios with other

languages, perhaps one striking difterenoe which becalms immediately
apparent is the absence of words in mathesatios which have different

meanings. Ithen a child uses the glossary in his basal reader or his

dictionary, he is confronted with a variety of meanings ter sn parti-

cular word. In using a descriptive lanes. this is, of course:
necessary. The language which is used to ommeenioate ideas about
relationships in mathematics, however, must be more precise. It needs

to be as concise as possible, and may not be redundant. then a

mathematical term is used by an elementary teacher, working with a
group of children, the teams should mean the sans as when it was used
by last year's teacher and the same as when it will be used by next

year's teacher. %Lie it is true that the lar a. of mathematics,
like other languages, is bailed upon &gems:eta which are arbitrary,
once a tern is given a meaning, the meaning mast be used with
consistency. Not doing so results in confusion on the part of the

learner. * neat, for exanple, recognise the difference between the
tams "equal" and "equivalent" and use then correctly. Nally work
with sets causes us to look with children at sets which have the some
members and refer to the sets as equal. We then *aware seta idliah

can be placed in one-to-one correspondence with each other and refer
to them as equivalent sets. The fifth-grade teacher should not refer
to "equal angles" when the sixth-grade teacher speaks of angles which
are "congruent." Precision and consistency are of paramount isportance.
27
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Sintlarly, the team which we uae every day in the asthmatics of

the eletantary achool ahould be used in a way which promotes exactness
and consistency. As examples, consider the tenns "addend" and "asen."
While we have for some time helped abildren generalize that an addend
added to an addend yields a sum, We have Palled to WA; the Jame terms
when teaming subtraction. ley helping childtans to Wide that in addend
taken from a sum yielda an akaind, we are being consistent in our use

of the terms and nelping to illustrate the relationship which WaSt3
between the operatictm of addition and aubtraation. Using toes much
as minuend, subtrahend, and difference are of little help in Mowing
this relationship. A similar case can be made for the use of the terms
"Ilictor" and "product" in both multiplication and division. If pueLla
have discovered that a factor them a factor yields a preset, then a
product divided by a factor can yield a factor. This is tar more
beneficial to the pupil in establishing the relationship between the
operations of nultiplication and division than using factor and product
for multiplication folioed by quotient, divisor, and dividend for
division. Prior to the advent of the newer oath sties proffers for
the elementary school, this problem was conyounded by tne use of

multiplier, multiplicand, and product for multiplication. Amin,
consiatency of usage is ieportant if tine lan a. of mathematics is to
be meaningful.

In a lise aurae*, the elementary teacner should be alert to diffi-

culties encountered when verde raay have one meaning in mathenatics and

a different connotation when found in a story. Set., line, base, and
face are but a itet examples of words which may mean vent different
things. Also, we should be aware of the changing Aviation of words
used in eatberatic.s when prefixes and suffixes are added. Wane the
child :my :ax:w the ward "divide," he ray not be familiar with words
JUI2t1 as

divisor, dividend, divisible, and divisibility.

Do

not water* that if:yowled& of the basic word implies knee/ledge of the

variations.
As the child begins to read, we provide many Kinds of activities

which encourage the left -to -right progression. r4rly work with number
sentences should reinforce this. 'sawn a child has discovered that the

joining of a set of three and a set of one gives us a Jet of four, he
hap produced one of the basic facts in the set of related facts for
four. The Jentence for tills fact should be written in the horizontal

form or 3 + 1 a 4. ire must be aware, however, that we face a special
kind of Mallenge when we must soon help the children use other
patterns of eye movement as they read the laneasage of matheratica.

After using the left-to-riejit profession, the child Duet then learn a
top-to-nett-am progre ssion in the case of
3

.

Notice, too, the different eye MOVtatlelta that are required by examples
each as

3rr7 ;
Ai

1.ater

_I' t:

;

la:4744y...

A poi= two eeould also be zuede at tide juncture concerne the
relationsnie of readine speed in reading a story to reading speed with
respect to the lanaekee of mathematics. Too often, we assume that a
good render muet neeeszarily be a Past reader. Even if thin was the
case, real difficulty can be alcountered by the child who tries to use
the reading spe ed lye was In reading atoriee to the reading of mathe
matics. The elementary teacher wet be constantly attire of the fact
that the realine eta id dues in metheratics mquirea detailed and
eareilta attention. :he rate mead for this type of reading nay, in
fact, be quite slow. It is not at all unclonmon for rereading to be
neoezzary.

As

the Jittid reads in asthmatics, there are skills which are

tying developed In tne regular reading tine which can be put to good
use. If a cetes hee had experience in reading paragraphs and finding

the min idea

the tearagraph, there can be some carryover when
reading verbal or "story" prubleme. In this case, we want children to
extract the pertinent Information from the verbal problem and organize
it in a w:Ne which enables them to eolve the problem. Quite often this
involves writing a neater sentence using the pertinent information.
If papiLs have learned that a sentence using words must convey a
complete tnouttt, the Lame baeic idea can be used in the writing of
lumber sentences. tleually the child is exposed to sentences in
mathematics in three taste forms. A number sentence may be of the tbrm
2 + 3 el 1. In thi case, the sentence is a tree sentence. The
sentence + 3 6 is a perftctly mod sentence, but happens to be a
Parse eantenoa. in taking the pertinent information Pram a verbal

problem and writing it in the Penn of a sentence, it will probably be
in the fon + 3
, or the fora of an open sentence. The task at
hand, then, is to wr te the open sentence and then nice a true
sentence of it.

;dent; eith learning to read and write number sentence* acmes the
need to underetand the xstaning3 of operation symbols used in the
meter sentences and the punctuation of the sentences. Early exposure
to the symbol for addition (+) has been wool:ranted by the verbalization of the eymbol aa "plus." rest only is plus not a part of the
wear
y, but the term does not imply what the operation of
addition
Alen the weber sentence 2 + 3 e 5 is mil as "two

plus three trival ::loos" the verbalization offers little in the way of
expia.tane ..teat is :ail:ming. If, instead, the sentence was read as
"two add three Ls five the operation is more clearly illustrated,
14314: Ilher.41:21 Wit'. Wf111:1 the child is probaoly already femaliar.

that t:.le I.: a potential trouble spot, the elementary
teacher :say t.ten crisis to interpret the subtraction symbol (-) as
"taste Tay" In early worst rather than the more traditional "minus."

he
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While the symbol for multiplication (x) is standardly referred tc as
"times," the teacher may wish to consider substituting the term "of."
The division symbol (f), the must troublesome of the operation symbols
for children, may be better understood if children realize that the two
dots represent tw memLers of a division praises. Thus, 6 t 2 may be
written as
6

,

In which the numerals are used in place of the dots. This can provide
a good background feria* in fractions which will come later,
especially when an improper fraction must be renened as a whole or mixed
number.

The way in which punctuation marks are used in a sentence written
in the English languaga may affect significantly the meaning of the
sentence. Consider the following examples:
"The president of the class," said Mr. Arnold, "was most
1.
dependable."
2.
The president of the class said, "Mr. Arnold was most
dependable."

While the words of the two examples are the same, the differing
punctuation causes a considerable change in the meaning. In the
lanwaha of mathenatics, consider these examples:
1.

(40 - 18) + 2 *ID

2.

40 - (18 + 2)

E3

Here, the numerals as well as the operation symbols are the same
in the two sentences. Because of the difference in punctuation, the
first number sentence names the number 24. The second number sentence,
however, names the number 20. Attention should also be given to use of

the coma, the bracket, and other DV= of punctuation which are
necessary for the language of mathematics. As is true of English, the
proper use of the punctuation mark is crucial.
Perhaps, In the final analysis, a major portion of our teak as
elementary teachers lies in making ourselves more aware of the
similar'ties and differences which exist between all areas of study
which make up the total elementary curriculum. If we can capitalize
on the points of similarity and be on guard for the differences which
maw turn out otherwise to be trouble spots, we will make the teaching
task and the learning task mere meaningfUl and more enjoyable.

THE POEM AS PLAY.
PUZZLE,
PERFORIWICE

James S.

Mul 1

lam

like the theme fbr this year's reading conference Living
lan&uage Through Creative Reading, since it implies a concept of reading
I very much approve: of. This concept is partioularl. applicable to the
reading of poetry. Creating meaning is a cooperative enterprise between
the author and the reader. Reading poetry should not be a passive
reception of a message written by an author. As a fanous marls magul
once said, "If you have a message, send a telegram."
Reading poetry is an active enterprise, in which a reader creates
:meaning using the instrument of symbols on a page. The realized poem
is more like a house built, using a set of plans drawn by an architect.
It is like a music peribrmed by a musician fran a musical score. The
architect's piers, the musical score, the written poem are only partly
completed worms of art until they are nude real by the performer's art.
:a art of reading. I suggest, then,
that the reader's art is the per4tomer's art and that two nudes of this
art are the poem as play aril the poem as puzzle.

In the case of poetry that art is ti

I came upon the poem as play in an unlikely way, a way that I
doubt that euvone attending this conferenee 'mid advocate. When I we
in the seventh grade I had a hardneeed teacher who believed in having
students memarize poetry. So far so good. Bat nwmarizing poetry was
not elective with her. Everyone in the 0111153 had to remarize many
lines each week. Those who failed to do so felt her wrath on the end
of a fifteen -inch ruler. I can't think of any technique mare tnliioely
to lead to a love of poetry, but with me it writs& I can envision
some of Dv former classmates who might not rentse to lead lit verse
in a daily newspaper; but I became a teacher of English.
In reciting poetry aloud, I could savor the words in my mouth and
almost feel their forms. I could hear their rhythm and rharme Sims
a story line was helpful In memorizing, I chose narrative poetry whenever possible. Tb cheer up what was too often a dreary task, I close
I still remember some of
hURTOZ'OUS poetry whenever it was available.
the poems I memorized and recited: "The Creation of Sam McGee," "A
Ballad of John Silver," "Robinson Cnasoe's Story," "A Lady in Distress."
In
as play
from mm
stories

my nine years as a high-school teacher, my notion that r try
nited
leads to a love of poetry was reinforced as I read and
cry narrative and humorous poems. I found that studentt. like
and wit in verse. They were also appreciative of the
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performance of re:I/tine poems from memory. Preggently I chose poems
frompopular mabonzines so that they could hear poems they oould understand. Corollary to my ilerformance was an invitation to students to
bring in their own favorites for recitation and reading.
i ;ci carefUl not to place tree poem:: in a "unit." These are
poems not for study, but for enjoyment. I've found that it works such
better to have periodic poetry days, in which students and teacher bring
in some of their favorites and share them with the others.

'kat do students learn from this exercise? They learn what they
knew aa children but have forgotterpthat poetry is music, with its
rhyme and myth% They learn that one Important purpose of poetry is
entertainment. They learn that poetry doesn't necessarily have profound
meaninca to be plumbed only by teachers, that poetry can be uncomplicated and fun as well.
At the owosite pole is poetry as puzzle.

There are also poems

lifficult to x' ad, pot. .3 sa condensed and rich in meaning that they
contain CWT. WILiellity. Students believe that these poems have "deep"

meaning.: that only teachera and other adult wise people can fathom.
Meanini..p

watertow atulaimest mystical.

Theze poems are best approached 33 puzzles, and meaning is only one
element to tm "solved." The reader aeardhes out how the author has
oreatedmusic afti meaning, now he has captured an experience in words
for the enjoyment and enrichment of others. The reader figures out the
sometimes convoluted syntazaigi the obscure but precise vocabulary of
a poem. The reader discovers the drama hidden and condensed in some
poeum and fleanes out that drama in his imagination.

But instead of ping on about poetry, let us look at one poem,
"Nancy," by Richard Peck, and see how it illustrates poetry as play,
puzzle, perfortanee.
Nancy'
Trying hard to look hard,
You balance with one ankle turning under,
Your eyes, sloping off your face,
Wanting only the chosen word overheard.
I wonder at your clothes:
The espenaive skirt,
The leather boots,
Clinging to your calves,
Plinths for thigha from sculpture.

1Reprinted by permission of Saturday

Review/World

and the author.
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Hearing the little wan
Behind your voice,

The little. tut: that atlialz:

"I am communicating with the enemy."

wait with prideful patience,
For I nave heard you after eveey
**at is it? Twenty Uses this tem?
And earn time my patience seem store
marvelous to me.

;,'peaking of relevance, explaining where
I went wrung,
Showing me the existential skull beneath
my akin-deep philosophy,
Wanting sr only to know that I have

failed you,
Have driven you to the barricades.

IV mind wander.; =mg your threats of
anarcily,

Blood in the .:testa. The tenacity or you
Every day .:..).1len; every day burning.
WW1 borrowed fire.

Are we making love, you and I,
Across this famed-oak desk?
You who wouLd bridge the generation

iiith human anatna of the irmlated
unLierprivi-Leged.

In the 'fac.1.1. ty meeting, someone
ruse, awing:
Ladies ami gentlemen. :se are
confronted :.title

The first generation that
plak6d up

SINIPLIttititt it

4728

cried.

And fr.= this tyranny of aolicitade
I send you back, belaftl,
To the barricades

ln your expenaie sart.

Richard Peck, Saturday Neviets,

June " , l969, p. 6.

The method of reading. I -me with a a'ass is to write the poem on

the board atanza at a tire. Itudents then eminent ulthcut having the

benefit of what la to follow; thus they must concentrate on the word
before them and not ruah ahead, in apeed-reading fashion, to see halt
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the poem turns out. Alongside each stanza I write students' comments.
Each btudent also keeps his or her record of consents. Students are
encotraged to es back and correct comnents in the light of succeeding
3t311

moo are a number of matters to puzzle over in the poems Who is
six siting? Hew old is Nancy? Met has happened before the experience
narrated in the poem? Does the speaker in the poem share the opinion

cr.' "someone" in the next-to-last stanza? What is the speaker's final
attitude toward Nancy? Is the opinion of the speaker similar to the
tipIssion of tie author of the poems' What is the meaning of "plinths,"
*existential," "IresoLated" "barricades?" Why were these lords

selected? Who are "the immolated underprivileged" in the poem, and what
in "borrowed fire?" What did Nancy look like teen her eyes were
"sloping" off her fa.ce? Who precisely is the "me se in stanza three?

gat is the eignificance of the colon In stanza two and the dash In
stanza four?

After students puzzle out the drama taking place in the poem and
speculate on the attitudes of the author, the speaker, and Nancy, they
are ready to play around with the poem and pertbrm it. After they have
"torn the poem apart" in analyzing it, they earl put it back together
with an oral interpretation of the entire poem.
One method of performance that I have found quite successful. with
high-school honors students is improvisation. I ask one student to
assume that he is sintltaneouely the author of the poem and the speaker
in the poem. He has sent in this poem about a particular girl in his
class to the Saturday Review. Another student assumes the role Of the
girl, who is very angry about being written about and, as she sees it,
publicly ridiculed. These two students improvise vhe scene as the girl

enters the teacher's office to protest.

Students thus feel the drama of the poem from the inside tad
identity with the characters. They puzzle out the problems in the poem
and experience the poem as play (in a double sense:). AM finally,
they perform the poem and, we hope, come to understand that the

written poem, like the st.sical score, is only half completed. 'lb exist
fully, the poem requires a sensitive reader, who will read it actively
and creatively.

S.C.O.O.P.--LEARNING CENTERS ENCOURAGE
READING FOR LIVING
Marilyn Brissmett
and
Caroline Cass

Were you ever a blackbird? It you're realingthis, you probably
weren't, but you more than likely member those who werethe students
who couldn't read and were so obviously labeled that the rest of the
world also knew they couldn't read. Hopefully* today, there are no more
blackbirds, or bluebirds or robins inmost classroom. Innovations in
education have moved beyond the distaste= groupings which bares a
child's inadequacies, to methods which adopt a more personal technique-valuing each child forlatat he has to offer, by capitalising on his
strong pants, and providingaspringboard from which he can grow in all
areas of language arts.

The "process" of Individualisation appears, at the least, a
formidable, if not portentous undertaidng, and it can become less
threatening only if we stop referring to it as something to be dons to
students and begin regarding it as a way to thinking about leaftrig and
learners. Truly, it demands of us the best that we are and have to
offer in terms of knowledge of content and method, organisation,
Instructional strategies, and understring of the nature and behavior
of learning and the learning process.

Mare significant is the intimate personal amend it plans upon
lbr with the oommilment to "individualise we have
designed to grant to the learner the right to individuality. We have
us as human beings.

released him From the shackles he sustained as a mere receiver of
information and performer or assigned tasks. Suddenly, we have accorded
to his the freedon to initiate, to respond, to choose, to create, to
direct, and along with these lofty concessions, the right to ask
unsettling questions, to come up with disturbing answers, to doubt the
worth of cherished practices, to consider "unthinkable alternatives."'
With these monumental challenger in evidenaa, some of the faculty
of the Indiana State University Laboratory School chose to introduce
consumer and career education into selected classrooms, selecting the
title, States Concur and Ooompational Orientation Program,

lImogene Fbrte and Joy Mackenzie, Nooks, Crannies and Corners
(Nashville, Tennessee: Incentive Publication, Inc., 1972), pp. 3-4
2Itid.
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immediately becoming comae 3J
The purpose of tells particular content area seemed two-fold; to
introduce young children to the worlde of consumerime and careers, and
to continue the parent involvement eetween tne JOh001 auxi home which
cad been so tnorougaly initiated Jurim the early 011.1.141,,xxi years
tnraugh nursery and kinderberten proppark3.

Second grade teachers in S.C.O.O.P. felt that learning centers
would develop and facilitate the most desirable kinds of learning
eeperiencee for the pregame. Ite intent was to help prepare children
for livLae in tme real world. Learning centers seemed to provide just
the right kind of springboard for this premise.
The develop:tent and use of learning centers is only one method for
irktividealizIng Instruction. Centers provide a begLmdmpoint but are
not intended to be the only type of individualized instruction.

Laming centera became the vehicle for moving students away from
teacher-dominated learning experiences toward student- selected learning
activities. Learning centers organize and direct learning toperiences
for atudents by allowing freedanwhile providing structure.
The following ;step wre established for a successfUl learning
center:
1.
2.
J.
4.
5.
t..

7.
$.

Determine the learning concept.
Determine the sub-concept.
Develop the gemeralizations.
Letermine the skills to be developed.
mstablish needed pia,ysical characteristics.
Determine tools and materials needed.
Develop an evaluation technique.
Letermine prescription.

Tie learning *enter :ay be in any physical area, either inside
olaasroomor in the hail, where purposeful Demmingtaxes place.
it can occur in an old, traditionally constructed building or in more
modern, open area classrooms.

The abaracteriAtias and design of the center will vary greatly in
order to provide the kinds of content, materials* and space designated
by the activity. The learning center may accomodate as many as six
children or as few as one.
The center snould be designed to meet the multi -level needs of all
the children who use it--every daild should mgt with success at the
tasks presented. This is accomplished by color coding, arterisks,
stars* or other specific mut-kings which indicate how much each child is
to attempt.
(Lewet be afraid
The learning center should be tempting and Zan.
to enjoy lmnguage arts!) An element of suspense often challenges a
child to tackle sanething that is otherwise rather badman.
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year for moat ea:ire:1 Involved bathe program; however,
3a the year advaneed, teachers were extramely pleased with the profess
'show in meale Jeelolona and aceeptine the conaequences.
ane pestion whoa: raise! ty 0*.u*
aboa MiLiren cheating at
a centere-ee reia!re i It! Audento xel leale; to wore cooperatively.
Ririe..; a strong atader.t with a WelA student naz obvious implications;
t' student.; benefits both; when two
weak students work together, a leader will emerge from that pair, so at
least one benefita. Helping each otrier and then correcting errors on the
spot ta a beneficial reinforcement taeasliaue.

pairing older weak stadenta 4th yon

Healiziag tneae individual differenees do exist, the directors of
S.C.C.J.F. nave attempted to provide a variety of chaLlen6ing experiences
for children who are limited in their learning abilities- -hence the name
"Bitty Scoopera." Thio title waa coined to distingeisn these children
for the benefit of planning sessions and lecturing purposes. These
children were taut aiatinguished in any manner in tne peer group.
In preparation of activities for the Bitty Scoapers, the directors'

of

Primary tlx-teert1.3 were for ti se children to feel daily a measure
succeaa. .t !..1 far more important at this learning stage to have a gpod
feeling at
::ice's self tnan to experience failure. Although these

eaparer were able to participate to some degree in listening activities
and to follow limited oral directions, they were constantly frustrated
at decoding the printed page and expressing theeselves through written
communication.

Sone learning centers wee designed with these limitations in mind.
In sada centers directions were recorded by means of a Language Master
or cassette tapes. Another center featured teacher-made pictures that
were large and simply drawer which related to current topics and aided a
mild in developing email muscle control. Noncomneraial board genes
which required little or no reading proved to be an *Motive center Vats
teeae children. Zreative expressions were fostered through the puppet
center. Make-believe TV screens encouraged role-playing. Listening
skilla and learning concepts were developed rP0111 songs and rhythme on
aing-along tapes. Mbre difficult concepts were developed through
centers in wnieh tnese children listened to informative reading by an
adult. Me Abe center* where the children produced simple products for
sale, also provided tne Bitty .cooper with maw opportunities far
SUCOO.33.

The ABC Am any 6k laummett ass Conpany) was a very popular arts
Here, the children produced saleable item Dar the
3.C.o.O.P. Co-op Acre. Written instructions in a step-by-step process
were warted and needed materials were placed on the table. Sometimes
a finished product was shown as a sample. The older or more adept
children helped the lima nature read the directions and then proceeded
to manufacture the article. Sometimes they elected to oaks the article
on an ea.seni,ly lithe process (11.300WrIng SOMO Deople did one particular
Job better tnan otners) and at other timea they earn made the total

and =lite enter.

39

:hey would aak an4ther child not workinea the ABC Center to
ooject.
pass inspection on t±
items.
If they didn't peas, they were discarded
or remade: Me prodacta made by the children were placed in the Co-op
Acre, wniah wad ore:. for bastneas eacn rhursday afternoon. The
children had tc tech pie the maletary ie-rth of the products and mark the
tip. :he store prvved to be a gpod learning experiprice on
ence in zany ways. The child men could :lee the zany occupations involved
in running tfl store, the importance of correctly displaying products, and
reasonable pricing. :zany times tne children could see the price on a
certain article as nct in line with the customer's buying power. Sometimes items would not aril If they were not displayed in easily
Play txagh proved a fun item to maize arts was one of
acoedaible allots.
the moat popular items in the store.

in order to introduce the children to the wage earning processes
and proper banking procedures, the State S.C.O.O.P. !lank was established.
Two oasniers manned the bank windaa and two tellers wrote paychecks; fDr
upon completion
the task at each center, S.C.O.O.P.'ers were paid one
dollar by checa. '":reap ware cashed for a SNOO:Y dollar designed by a
Mellow colleague. Information on how to fill out deposit slips, checks,
and pas.: books wry 41ven at a mathematics center.

SNOOPY aollars were ieposited in a savings account which accumulated
during tne year. A real auction waa held the last month of school which
enabled the children to wed their hank-earned money--some had saved as
mum as one hundred and eighty-nine dollars. What an exciting experience
for aecond graders:
Prom thin writing it should be apparent, twat those involved in
3.0.0.0.P. at the Laboratory Schk.ol are trying to develop amore
sensitive and means ndul approach to helping cnildren develop any
needed akills and glin worthwhile aocioeconomic understandingp.
HopefUlly, cooperative experiences as described in the S.C.O.O.P.
prom will be practical leazons in living that will have positive and
lasting Influences upon the children partiapating and help them to be
better able to cope with the "real world."
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**mot= became quite distraugnt because sae never got to
sloop in on Saturday morning as sae had before her daagnter

nad =cone

apt/mar.

The plan was tmat Nan =Ks bmakftest

for ma on Saturday morning at SOO":

dxsaanialtion is tno comerstono
Effective counanioation involves

Omnication Talents
human interaction.

of

and ea.T.:.?!2:!....:21;

Since there are so many barriers to caumunication, i.e.,
cultures, mores, individual goals, national goals, etc.,
effective comunication Skills bacon) very important to
sensitive understanding.
Too focus exorcise involves a triad of students dada of whom
cnooses one of a group of questions tovadAsthe wants to
respond. et possible grouping of topics could include:

with your
a shrewd purchase you've made

OArlhaftia

1.
2.

sometnimg you've maw

3.

a conversation in whic3i you null nothing back
sonataing you've learned recently
Aineuxing that's nappmed in your family recently

4.

Ale focus person talks auout one tapicwhicnintorests him
wnile taeotaurs in his group listen to nim, support and
use questions to aelpnim elaborate.
accept WA, arsi

gaps

It is tau focus person's one chance to saine. in same
iastanow, this only Chance ne nos all day. After he
finisaL4s, another member of the group becomes toe focus
persoa. La.al nutter gots a cnanco to talk. :Ater triads
introduce taamselves to each other. Lb one introduces
himself. In this way it is fun to hear now well people
listened, or didn't listen.

in

the next
instant or i.: tao distant future requires ooncoptual

Porocastina Talon Forecasting events,

fortnight penotrationarldnUte analyzation of related
criteria, and social awareness. Any prediction or evaluation uf future evtwits calls upon forecastimg talent.
Fortunately or unfortunately,

storkze

are good forecasting

events. awn the nucleus of a story, onildren are asked
to gut a cnaracter in and out of scrapes. Tais roquire
good listening on the part of tae studonts, and exercises
forecasting talents as children produce divergent ideas as
to what would constitute first a fortunate situatioa, then
an aafortanate experience, a fortunate, an unfortunate, etc.
Juciiion Aakia ZeluLt: Making decisions involvw diocese.situation, outlining Pauly alternatives to the
giving loUght to arguments prkagentcxl, =Jug to a
conclusion, and wing 'sae to defend logs Bally axe decision.

?ream,

44

situations for students to employ

lank orders prov

talents. Values axe clarified and

neigntened as stuSants, for instance, decide welch person
they respect the leastthe one who want* to quit mdcing,
and doesn't do anytaing about it, the one who pretends to
lalow something, and doesn't, or tno one valo fails to
clear snow off nis rear windsnield.

rack person first decides individually then discusses nis
decision with a small group. Tee idea is a of to win
another over to your side, but to gain sane awareness of
the tray area, and some understanding of a differing point
of view.
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